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Summary

The minimum mean square error estimator from a bigger class of
n»®ans S, sample standard deviation j and

(55 is ) has been obtained. The new estimator happens to be more efficient
than that obtained by some other workers. The gain in efficiency is
illustrated through anempirical study.

I • Introduction

Searles [3] considered the problem of estimating 0in TV (fl, aO^)
from a random sample of size, say n; xi, X2, ...Xn. The coefficient of
variation, say, C (C®=a) is supposed to be known. Let

^='~ and {x,—x)^l(n-1)

be the sample mean and the sample varience, respectively. Searles [3]
used the sample mean only, to generate his estimator exploiting the
known value of C{= + Va); Whereas Khan [2] and Gleser and
Healy[l] considered both 'x' as well as V (=+v/i®) to generate
their estimators which are, respectively, the minimum variance
unbiased (mvu) and the minimum mean square error (mmse) estima
tors in the class of estimators linear in 'x' and 's\

We know that

x^Nie,r&^)

and ("-1)
iae^)

where r=—
«
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Therefore

the mmse (or linear minimum mean square estimator) estimator
and its mean square error, say M*, is given by :

M--

rt+Z-l

2

=/(:(,) 6'; say ...(I.la)

—K^i)6K where K[f)=d'̂ K{i) (r.Ift)

Consequently x as well as ( )=j', say, are unbiased estimators of
e, with ^ ^

Var. (^)=rfl®=z'ie®, say,

\ and Va^.(^0-(l-i^fl))^VAfl)=^•2e^say.
Then as found by Gleser and Healy [1]

Tlmms ~ ""i

2 (a0^)^"';l=±l,2,±3

(yi+i'2+z'i v-i)

Thus the Relative Efficiency (RE) of TImms as compared to the usual
sample mean estimator x, sayEx, is given by

(£i±a+3jsL>, 100%

2. The Alternative Estimator

We simply consider a bigger class of estimators linear in x, s
and x^ls^ and obtain the mmse estimator in the class. We easily
check, in this context, that

£(jc)=0, E{p)^b6\E{x^)={2b-7)

. £(x')=(3i2-2) 0^

and ^(5c«)=(156®-306+16)e« -(2.1)
where 6=(l+r)

Let T'==AX-\-Bs+C • '
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It follows from the stochastic independence of x and s, that

MSEir)=M', say,

=A^E{r-)+B'-E(s^) + CW) . E{s')

+2 ABE{x).E(s)+2 ACE{x^) .Eis'^-)

+ 2 BCEix^)E(s-')-2 AeEix)-2 BBE{s)

-iCdEix^) E{s'-^)+b\

Using (l.lfl), (l.IZ>) and (2.1), it is easily checked that the
normal equations for the minimum of vF' are :

bAo+K'a,B,H^b^-2)K[_.^C„=l ...{2.2a)

^(1) Ao+K^2)Bo+{'ib —2)K[_^^ •••{2.2b)

{W--2)K[_^^ Ao+{2b-2)Kl_^^ Bo+{[5b^-2Qb+16)

^Ob-2)K[__,^^ ...(2.2c)

Thus, we obtain Ag, Bg and and hence our m.m.s.e. estimator, say
T'g with its m.s.e., say M^, simplifying to :

Mo=r6^ [Ao+2b C'J, in view of{2.2a),

where

Therefore, the relative Efficiency (RE) of7;' as compared to x, say £'2,
is given by

^2=(yf„+35 0-1 X100% ...(2.3)

Apparently is more efficient then as the former is the
optimum estimator in a bigger class which includes the class relevant
to the latter.

3. Empirical Study

In this section, we tabulate the Relative Efficiencies Ei and E2
for various sample sizes k=10, 20 and 50 corresponding to some
example-values of'a' (the square of the coefficient of variance 'c')
—O.I, 0.2, 0.5, 1,0, 2.0, 5.0 and lO.O. The small empirical study is
intended to bring out the possible gain in the relative efficiency.
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R.Es. (%) of the proposed estimator (E2) and that of Gleser
and Healy (£"1).

a

= C= El 118.54J 119 260 119.702
=0.1 E, 1)8.982 11).524 119.983

a

=a Ex 137.082 138.520 139.403

=0.2 Ez 138.012 133.181 140.171

a

E, 192.706 196.299 . 198.508

-0.5 E, 195.878 • 198.545 200.303

a

285.412 292.598 297.015
= 1.0 E, 293.371 298.185 301.997

a

=c- El 470.825 485.197 494.031
=2.0

a.

= C'

El 489.515 498.269 504.859

El . . 1,027.062 1.062.991 1.085.077
=5.0 , • E- 1,076.794 1,098.659 1,119.729

a

=c'- 1,954.124 2,025.983 2,070.154
= i0.0 . Ei 2,045.778 ' 2,095.559 2.141.528

The above table shows that for relatively larger samples, we may
not have practically significant gain in relative efSciency-unless C is
rather big. For example, for a=10 ; (the coefficient of variation
C=3.16278), even for sample as large as A'=50, the gain is worth
going for.
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